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alao the likely trends of private income and ex
penditure without really reliable information as
to what they n ere in the past year So it cannot
be expected *-hat fiscal policy alone can prevent
inflation and deflation
Nevertheless fi cal policy—running large defl
cits wnen economic activity is low and small ones
when it seems to be excessively high—is the most
important action through which the economy can
be kept on an even keel Monetary policy may
help but the decision of the Chancellor on the
size of his Budget surplus is the key one
6   SOURCES Or STATISTICS   AND SOME
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER BEADING
The non specialist will find, that most of the
statistics he needs are giv en in the Annual Abstract
of Slat stictt published every year by Her Majesty s
Stationery Office This comprehenbive document
includes figures on population social conditions
education labour production trade and balance
of payments national income and expenditure
wagtb and prices and many o'ber topics For
morp up to date information reference should
be made to the Monthly Dtgt t of Slat sties which
has a similar coverage and gives month to
month flgureb 1 selection of the more important
series presented in a manner which can more
easily be understood by the layman is Eiven in
another Stationerj OUce public ition Li,onomic
Tret ds also Issupd monthly
Even greater detail is given in vanou, other
Government publications e g in the Blue Book on
A atwflal Incoi le and Erpeiiditure published
annuallj and the Balance of Payments White.
 Paper pubh bed twice a year Fuller informa
tion on labour problems is given in the Employ
ineiit and Irodudiiity Gazette on trade m the
Board of Trade Journal and on financial matters,
in the-Ban/ of England Quarterly Bulletin The^e
three periodicals include discussion^ on the
statistics presented in important new Govern
ment annual publication in 1970 was 'tonal
Trends containing articles and detailed statistics
on social and economic conditions in, Britain
For an analysis of developments m the economy
see the official Economic Fepart published just
betore the Budget by the Treasure and the
Lmnmmc Pet lei a private publication i ^ued b>
the National Institute for Economic and Social
Fesearch To explain economic events and policy
the Treasury publishes amonthb I regress 1 export
available free of charge to the public
For a scholarlj critique of Government economic
pohcvseeJ C P Dow Management of Vie British
Economy 1945-60 (Cambridge University Press)
An excellent North American survey of the
British economy is found in the Brookings Insti
tution Report Britain s Eccmomc Prospects
edited by Bichird F Caves (George Allen and
Unwin) An entertaining account of economic
ideas and their application is found m Michael
Stewart Afjmfs and After (Penguin Books)
Other Pelicans include Joan Robinson Economic
Philosophy and J Pen Modern Economics A
thorough explanation of international monetary
affairs is given m Fred HIrsch Money Inter
national (Allen Lane) B J Mishan In Growth,
The Price We Pay (Staples Press) produces an
interesting criticism ot economists and pohti
aans obsBssion with economic growth and
affluence
III     THE UNDERDEVELOPED ECONOMIES
Income Levels
Two thirds of the world s population live in dire
poverty—a poverty which can scarcely be
imagined by those accustomed to the ^tandarda
ot living attained in the relatively few developed
countries of the world The orders of world
inequality may be seen from the table comparing
annual income per capita by region converted
into pounds sterling at official exchange rates
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(£p a>
North 4menca
Oceania
Europe
Latin America
Middle East
Africa
Asia (excl Japan)
882
443
3aO
107
93
43
36
These figures are only very approximate because
exchange rates are misleading indicators of pur
chasing power and because the averages conceal
considerable income inequalities withm some
regions and countries Nevertheless it is clear
that poverty is widespread m the world The
alleviation of this poverty is widely recognised as
the most important economic—and indeed
political—task of the second half of the twentieth
century
Peasant Agriculture
Underdeveloped (or developing or
less developed or poor ) countries have
predominantly agricultural economies and
peasant subsistence agnculture is widespread In
subsistence agriculture the primary object is to
produce the food for your own family Primitive
tools and techniques of cultivation are used and
the margin between what can be produced and
what is required to support life is narrow the
failure of crops because of drought or the destruc
tion of crops by floods or pests can lead to famine
unless food is quickly supplied from outside the
area affected.
 Agricultural production may be kept down by a
shortage ofland or by alack of Farming knowledge
and skills or by a lack of fnnds for investment to
land improvements or machinery or by an unjust
sjstem of land tenure which deprives the farmer
of incentive to raise his production In many
underdeveloped countries there is considptable
potential for increasing agricultural output but
before such increases can be achieved new skills
have to be mastered and different techniques of
production introduced^ investment funds have to
be provided and—in some countries—there must
be land reform If power lies in the hands of
landlords and money lenders who favour the
status c[>io political change must come first
The Population Problem
In many underdeveloped countries there h
population pressure on the land and much under
employment in the sense that people have in
sufficient work to keep them occupied for more
than part of the day or year With the appli
cation of modern methods of disease control—e g
the eradication of malaria through. DDT spraymcr
—death rates have tended to fall while birth rates
have remained high Birth rates are kept up by
such factors as tradition social prestige religion
the need for security in old age and a lack of
facilities for family planning In consequence
many underdeveloped countries are experiencing
an unprecedented population explosion annual
rates of increase of between 2 and 3 per cent
which double population in as little as 35 and 24
years respectively have been recorded
The table indicates that over half of the world a
population lives hi Asia and that the developed
regions account for under a third of the total.
Apart from Australasia (into which, immigration is
high> the developed regions show slower rates of
population growth than Africa Latin America
and Asia The figures of population density m»i
easily be misinterpreted since they take no
account of the nature of the area e a deserts and
lakes are included But it is clear that Asia, is
more densely populated than Africa or "Lathi
America Population density is a hindrance only
m agricultural economies because it is m
dustnaliaed and has accumulated much capital
Europe can support at a high standard of living a
population more concentrated even than that of
Asia,

